
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

H-Square Corporation signs Rick O’Malley, founder of InnerSkil, as Northwest Sales 
Representative.  

Wilsonville, OR March 25, 2013: Rick O’Malley has signed on as sales representative of the 
Santa Clara, CA Company’s Oregon and Washington territories for H-Square Corporation, 
maker of wafer and substrate fabrication handling tools and equipment for the Semiconductor, 
MEMS, LED, Flat Panel Display, Storage Media, Biotech, and Solar industries. 

As a veteran sales executive and the Founder of InnerSkil Group, Rick brings his expertise to H-
Square as its Northwest Sales Representative.  

“We were aware of Rick O’Malley’s excellent reputation from his years in Silicon Valley, as well 
as his extensive knowledge of the semiconductor industry,” says H-Square Corporation Vice 
President of Sales Brett Hofmann.  

“When we began our search for a new sales executive to represent H-Square products in the 
Northwest, Rick stood out as the highly qualified candidate with a long-standing reputation in 
our industry.” 

Rick will take on the new territory in addition to his acting role as head and Founder of Innerskil 
Group, a consulting firm specializing in sales evaluation and training for organizations operating 
in highly technical industries. 

“Innerskil Group was born out of my passion for sales and working with sales professionals’ 
selling and sales management skills,” Rick O’Malley added. “The new partnership with H-
Square will allow me to focus on the leading technology companies in the Northwest by 
providing high quality products and handling solutions.” 

About InnerSkil (www.innerskil.com) 

The InnerSkil Group is comprised of experienced sales professionals dedicated to process 
assessment and sales force optimization. With extensive sales experience in industries that 
include pharmaceutical, automotive, aerospace, software and semiconductor, Founder Rick 
O’Malley is a recognized sales leader managing sales organizations in the US and Asia ranging 
from small and mid cap to $1B publicly traded companies.   

Media Contact: Kathleen Martin, Outlier Solutions, Inc. 
Phone: 971.533.7223 
Email: Kathleen@outlier.com 
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